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3D direct laser writing based on two-photon polymerization is considered as a tool to fabricate

tailored probes for atomic force microscopy. Tips with radii of 25 nm and arbitrary shape are

attached to conventionally shaped micro-machined cantilevers. Long-term scanning measurements

reveal low wear rates and demonstrate the reliability of such tips. Furthermore, we show that the

resonance spectrum of the probe can be tuned for multi-frequency applications by adding rebar

structures to the cantilever. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4960386]

The performance of scanning-probe microscopy systems

significantly depends on the shape, size, and composition of

the probing tip.1,2 In practically all cases, the tip radius should

be as small as possible to obtain a high lateral resolution. The

overall shape of the tip, however, is frequently also impor-

tant.3 The width and height of the tip, for example, are essen-

tial features that limit the imaging of deep trenches, and

specific applications require even more advanced tip designs,

e.g., to image surface structures on sidewalls4 or 3D freeform

structures.

Moreover, for the case of atomic-force microscopy

(AFM), not only the tip but also the cantilever is a significant

component governing the behaviour of the probe. Different

spring constants of the cantilever are typically used depend-

ing on whether the system is operated in contact (<1 N/m)

or dynamic mode AFM (>1 N/m). Furthermore, several

designs extending the simple rectangular cantilever shape

have been developed in order to allow for the analysis of tip-

sample interactions during imaging.5–7 Commercial AFM

cantilevers are commonly rectangular or V-shaped and are

micro-machined from silicon and silicon nitride.1,2 Both

types are commercially available with a large variety of

geometries and with different types of tips. Typically, these

tips are micro-machined during the production of the probe.8

Due to the limitations of these fabrication methods, custom-

izing of such tips is possible to a limited degree only. Hence,

there is a need to complement pre-fabricated cantilevers with

application-specific probes. Probes with colloidal tips, for

instance, are typically obtained by gluing a sphere to the end

of a cantilever.9,10

A similar approach is used for scanning-probe systems

that cannot rely on optical readout approaches, such as the

laser beam deflection method, or interferometry, to detect

the probe position.1,2 Self-sensing cantilevers based on pie-

zoelectric11 and piezoresistive12,13 materials or tunnel mag-

netoresistance (TMR)14 were developed, but these solutions

do not provide integrated tips. Consequently, tips are com-

monly glued to such cantilevers by hand.11,14,15

In order to obtain hydrophobic tips, Kim and

Maramatsu16,17 introduced two-photon polymerization (TPP)

as a tool to write AFM tips. They reported tip sizes below

100 nm and observed reduced adhesion forces of such poly-

meric tips. Jung et al.18 added a tip to the end of an optical

fiber by TPP and further decreased the tip radius to 15 nm in

a subsequent step by O2-plasma ashing. Lee et al.19 used

mold inserts to attach hydrogel probes. So far, tips written

with three-dimensional lithography always resembled their

conventionally fabricated counterparts. The potential of

using arbitrary shapes was not exploited for the benefit of

AFM. Here, we use latest 3D direct laser writing technology

based on two-photon polymerization and add tips with arbi-

trary size and shape to the end of AFM cantilevers. This

approach offers a large variety of options to design tips in

order to obtain optimal conditions for the imaging of surfa-

ces by AFM. We experimentally demonstrate the viability of

the approach by directly writing sharp tips (R� 25 nm) in

one lithography step. We further show exceptionally tall tips

(h> 100 lm), which are optimal for the imaging of surfaces

with high aspect ratio features, or within deep trenches.

Finally, we demonstrate that rebar structures can be written

onto a cantilever to tune its resonance spectrum, for applica-

tions such as multifrequency AFM.

For 3D two-photon polymerization, an ultraviolet light

(UV) curable resist is exposed to a tightly focused infrared

(IR) femto-second light source. Two-photon absorption trig-

gers a polymerization reaction. We utilized a commercial

3D-printer (Photonic Professional GT, Nanoscribe GmbH) to

form AFM tips on cantilevers. The schematic setup, as well

as an electron micrograph of a resulting structure, is shown
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in Fig. 1(a). For the writing process, one or several cantile-

vers are fixed to a common substrate, such as a glass slide.

After that, the substrate with all cantilevers is drop-cast in a

resist (IP-Dip, Nanoscribe GmbH) that also serves as the

immersion-medium for the objective (63�, NA¼ 1.4). A

3D-model of a tip is designed according to the needs of the

application. It is sliced into layers parallel to the focal plane

of the objective of the lithography tool. By scanning a writ-

ing focus along hatching lines within one layer, the resist is

locally polymerized and thus hardened. The process starts at

the cantilever (i.e., at the widest part of the tip), and for sub-

sequent layers, the distance of the objective to the cantilever

is increased. The writing speed for most of the structures was

chosen as 20 mm/s, hatching and slicing distances were set

to 100 nm. In order to obtain a sharp tip apex, the top part of

the tip, typically the last 5 lm, was written with 50 nm hatch-

ing and slicing distance, and a writing speed of 1 mm/s.

The design and fabrication of tailored tips is especially

useful for samples which cannot be imaged with a conven-

tional tip, and many designs can be envisioned. Figures

1(b)–1(g) summarize various structures that were fabricated

by direct laser writing. In general, any 3D-object within the

writing field of the objective can be written in a coarse high-

speed mode, and thereafter equipped with a tip. We applied

this procedure to thin tips with high aspect-ratio, tips as long

as 100 lm, round tips for adhesion measurement, and

completely arbitrary shaped tips such as the Matterhorn

(Figs. 1(b)–1(e)). We also prepared protruding tips (Fig. 1(f))

which are visible from the top, ensuring a clear view of the

sample surface during scanning, making it easier to move

the AFM-tip to the actual region of interest. Furthermore,

the combination of AFM-imaging with optical spectroscopy

is straightforward with such geometries.

It is also possible to convert the tips into carbon by

employing a pyrolysis process.20,21 Pyrolysis entails heating

the patterned polymer structures up to 900 �C in an inert

environment. Figure 1(g) shows a tip after carbonization. As

is evident from this image, the resulting tip is much smaller

in size owing to pyrolysis shrinkage.20 Therefore, carboniza-

tion of these tips through pyrolysis opens a completely new

field by allowing for the tips to be smaller in size than the

lithography limit, electrically and thermally conductive,

harder, biocompatible, and easy to functionalize.21–23

The advantage of tailored tips can be nicely demon-

strated by the fabrication of long tips with high aspect ratio.

Figure 2 compares two measurements of the cuticula of a

rose petal. Such wax structures are present in many plants,

and due to their interaction with light, optical investigation

methods fail in many cases to characterize the morphology

of plant surfaces such as rose petals. Figure 2 shows AFM

images of a rose petal replica obtained by casting. From

Fig. 2(a), it is obvious that a standard cantilever with a typi-

cal tip length of 10–15 lm is not suitable to image the rose

petal structures correctly, because the nipple structures in the

cuticula are much higher than the height of a conventional

tip. During scanning, the tip cannot penetrate into cavities

between the nipple-shaped protrusions, and the cantilever

itself touches the sample leading to an inverted imaging pro-

cess. The AFM cantilever is scanned by the nipples and the

cantilever shape is observable in the topography image in

Fig. 2(a). With two-photon polymerization, however, it is

straightforward to write a sufficiently high aspect ratio tip on

a tipless cantilever (or to overwrite an existing tip with a suf-

ficiently high tip). Thus, it is possible to measure comparably

high features or very deep structures with these optimized

tips. Figure 2(b) shows the AFM image obtained with a tip

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic drawing of the

writing process on the cantilever using

two-photon polymerization. The inset

in shows a SEM image of the tip apex.

To obtain a sharp and defined tip apex,

it was written with optimized (but

slower) parameters. Therefore, the sur-

face of the tip apex is smoother than

the rest of the structure. A large variety

of tips can be fabricated in this way.

(b) High (20 lm) and thin (5 lm at the

base) tip. (c) Extremely long tip with a

height of 100 lm. (d) Spherical tip

with diameter of 10 lm. (e) Tip in the

shape of the famous Swiss mountain

“Matterhorn.” (f) Protruding tip that is

visible from the top during scanning.

(g) Shrunk conical tip after carboniza-

tion through pyrolysis.
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twice as high than a conventional one. All features of the

rose petal surface can now be resolved down to the bottom

of the crevices.

Tips written by 3D direct laser writing consist of a polymer

(the developed resist) with a Young’s modulus of 2.34 GPa.24

Although the stiffness is sufficient for imaging, an immedi-

ately arising question is the long term stability of the poly-

mer. We therefore analyzed the long-term stability of a tip by

scanning a hard test grid for several hours (TGT1 test grid,

NT-MDT). This sample is densely covered with sharp tips

with a radius smaller than 10 nm. As the substrate radius is

smaller than the radius of our polymeric tip, it allows us to

determine the radius of our self-made tip by deconvolution

(Deconvo2 software, NT-MDT). Figure 3(a) shows the basic

principle of tip-sample convolution.10,25 As expected, the

radius can be as small as the curvature of the voxel (<25 nm).

Hence, this technique also allows to survey voxel size and

shape as written by two-photon polymerization.

To measure the abrasion of the tailored tips, we continu-

ously scanned the TGT1 grating in contact mode, with a

frequency of 0.1 Hz, and with a high loading force of

(66 6 10%) nN. Each scan consisted of 512 lines per trace

and retrace, and a scan range of 5 lm, resulting into an effec-

tive lateral scratch distance of 5.12 mm per image. While for

large features of a sample the contribution of the tip radius is

negligible, the convolution of tip and sample increases when

the features are in the range of the tip radius. If the features

of the sample are even smaller, the tip is imaged by the sharp

spikes on the TGT1 grid. To demonstrate the long-term sta-

bility of the tips, we compare the initial with the 6th image

obtained after 3.1 cm of scratching in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d).

Two cross sections of spikes on the sample taken from these

two images demonstrate that the blunting of the tip had neg-

ligible influence on the obtained topography map. In Fig. 3(f),

the deconvoluted curvatures of the tip are shown as a function

of the scanning distance. The tip radius increased from 52 nm

to 75 nm. Still, after 4.6 cm of scratching (or 9 images), the tip

radius remains sufficient for imaging. Consequently, tip wear

is within an acceptable range, despite the rough imaging con-

ditions with regard to loading force.

Adding tips to cantilevers is only one application of 3D

laser writing. Any arbitrary structure can be written at any

position along the length of the AFM beam. This feature is,

for example, useful to tune the resonance spectra of cantile-

vers, for multifrequency AFM, where higher eigenmodes of

the cantilever are excited in addition to the first one.26–28

Figure 4 shows how the resonance frequencies of different

cantilevers are tuned to obtain optimized frequency spectra.

The unstructured cantilevers are surveyed and subsequently

structurally reinforced with a light framework. Depending on

the form and size of the framework, the dynamical properties

of the cantilever are modified. Modes can be selectively sup-

pressed, employing the absorptive nature of the polymer,29

by adding polymer structures which interact differently with

different modes. For example, a properly placed gap in a

rebar structure can facilitate the excitation of a specific

higher order mode, which does not significantly deform the

polymer and hence exhibits significantly lower losses than,

e.g., the ground mode. Due to the additional mass of the

polymeric rebar structure all resonance peaks shift to lower

FIG. 2. (a) Image of a rose petal recorded with a conventional AFM tip. The

SEM image in the inset shows the tip used (NSG10, NT-MDT). The height

of the tip is in the typical range of 10–15 lm but not sufficient to image the

comparably deep cavities between the nipples of the rose petal (blue marks).

(b) Imaging of the same structure with a tailored tip with a height of 30 lm.

The tip is shown in the inset. Due to the optimized geometry the rose petal is

scanned correctly. Now all cavities can be penetrated and the nipples can be

imaged in all detail.

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic of the convolution of tip and sample. (b) Deconvoluted

tip apex with a tip radius of 25 nm. (c) Initially obtained image of the grating.

(d) Image recorded after 3.1 cm of contact mode scratching. (e) Overlay of the

cross sections marked in the topography images (c) and (d). (f) Comparison of

the tip forms calculated by deconvolution. Although we measured with a com-

parably high loading force in contact mode, the sharpness of the tip after sev-

eral centimeters is still sufficient for imaging.
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frequencies. In Fig. 4(a), we added a continuous rebar struc-

ture to the cantilever which is stiffened in this way. Now,

only the first eigenmode stands out in the spectrum and

unwanted resonances and noise are suppressed. The second

eigenmode, however, can be enhanced by weakening the

rebar structure near the node of the second cantilever eigen-

mode. Figure 4(b) shows such a rebar structure, and the spec-

trum demonstrates that the amplitude of the second

eigenmode is greatly enhanced. Finite element simulations

of the deformation of the modified cantilevers agree with

experimental observations.

To conclude, AFM tips with arbitrary shapes can be

added to existing AFM cantilevers by 3D direct laser writing.

These tips are mechanically stable and optimize AFM probes

for their desired task. Tuning frequencies of a cantilever with

rebar structures is also possible which is helpful for dynamic

modes such as multi-frequency AFM. Future work will

include the fabrication of complete AFM probes together

with their cantilever which will be especially useful for the

combination of AFM with other microscopy techniques.
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